FE East
Relocating Operations to Akron Control Center
On May 13, 2014 at 6am
- Primary crew begins real time operations at Akron Control Center (ACC)
- Secondary crew monitors in parallel at current, primary control center
- New phone number for real-time operations (April 21 e-mails to notify)

On May 16, 2014 at 6am
- PJM All-Call
- ACC crew assumes operations as the primary control center
- Parallel operations stop
- Previous primary control center becomes the backup control center
- Previous backup control center is retired
- Previous phone numbers automatically transfer from until 8/15/14
- Intercept message with new phone numbers from 8/15/14 until 2/15/15

Primary Contacts as of May 13 at ACC
- Rod Phillips, Director, Transmission Operations, 330-761-5311
- Andy Hunter, Manager, Transmission Operations, 330-761-5445
- Shift Supervisor, Real-Time Operations, 330-761-6862
- TSO, 330-761-6858